The anonymous Old English ‘Vision of Leofric’ has received remarkably little attention from students of Anglo-Saxon literature. It is a prose account structured in four episodes, each of which describes a vision seen by Leofric, earl of Mercia (d. 1057), and three of which take place in Kent: it is therefore quasi-hagiographical, portraying the earl as almost a saint. The title is taken from an apparently mediaeval heading, reading ‘UISIO LEOFRICI’, which is now barely visible: this title is somewhat misleading given the four separate visions which the text describes. Despite the lack of attention given to this text, ‘The Vision of Leofric’ prompts questions about its purpose and the historical context of its composition during the second half of the eleventh century, a period which saw significant political upheaval in England. In particular, the ‘Vision’ itself has recently been associated with Coventry, and although the account may have originated there a close study of the manuscript context in which it survives shows that the only surviving copy was produced and used by the monastic community at Worcester, that early accounts of the text’s transmission are also associated with Worcester, and that both the manuscript and the transmission are connected directly to identifiable historical figures such as Hemming and Coleman who lived and worked with Saint Wulfstan, Bishop of Worcester from 1062 to 1095. However, these associations are
surprising because other records from Worcester at this time, specifically Hemming’s own *enucleatio libelli*, openly accuse Leofric’s descendants of despoiling the monastic community there. To address this difficulty, we must examine very closely the surviving manuscript and the texts and scribal hands it contains, also considering how that manuscript was put together, before turning to the ‘Vision’ itself, its transmission, form and purpose, and the implications of these for our understanding of the text, its context, and the important historical figures associated with it.

THE MANUSCRIPT

Only one copy of ‘The Vision of Leofric’ survives, in three leaves at the back of a complex manuscript, Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS. 367, a composite book which was apparently put together by Archbishop Matthew Parker (1559–75). While CCCC 367 only has one hundred and five leaves, those leaves contain fifteen different texts drawn from seven different manuscripts which were written over some four centuries, some on paper and others on parchment. The full contents have been described in detail elsewhere, and digital facsimile of the entire manuscript with bibliography and catalogue-description is now available online; the facsimile and bibliography require a very substantial subscription-fee, but the catalogue description is available without charge. After the present article was written, the manuscript was refoliated in one continuous sequence throughout the whole volume; therefore foliations here and in all other printed works at the time of writing are fifty-three folios behind the Library’s. The online catalogue description has silently followed the new foliation and also divides the book into ‘volumes’.

The last eight leaves form a distinct codicological unit, and so only these need concern us here. They are now bound as a quire of eight (wanting 1, 7, and 8), followed by a bifolium and then a singleton. The leaves have all been ruled with twenty-two lines to the page, the writing-frame measuring approximately 170×110 mm, and the pages themselves about 215×140 mm after trimming; the rulings of the final leaf are extremely difficult to see but seem to match the previous leaves. The pages contain nine texts, each written by a
different scribe. The contents and structure of the leaves are summarised in the table and diagram below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Quire</th>
<th>Folios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vita breuior of St Kenelm (incomplete at beginning)</td>
<td>Saec. xi ex.</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additions to the Vita, from Vita et miracula</td>
<td>Saec. xii</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book-list</td>
<td>Saec. xi ex.</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘The Vision of Leofric’</td>
<td>Saec. xi/xii</td>
<td>I–II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note on ‘vesper’</td>
<td>Saec. xii</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin neumed sequences</td>
<td>Saec. xi ex.</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Letter to the prior, cantor, and monks of

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worcester</td>
<td>Saec. xii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charm</td>
<td>Saec. xii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monastic constitutions (incomplete at beginning)</td>
<td>Saec. xii/xiii</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1: Quire Diagram**

In order to explain the manuscript context of ‘The Vision of Leofric’, I shall now give a brief summary of the contents of these leaves.

*The Vita breuior*

The first of the texts comprises eight lections from the *Vita breuior* of St Kenelm of Winchester. The first lection and part of the second are missing, suggesting the loss of a single leaf at the start of the quire, and the eighth lection finishes on 48r with the remainder of the page being left blank. The blank space at the bottom of 48r was subsequently filled with a maze-design, and this in turn was written over by a twelfth-century scribe who added part of the *Vita et miracula* of St Kenelm to the end of the *Vita breuior*. The *Vita et miracula*...
continues immediately from the *Vita breuior* in mid-sentence without any indication of a transition, suggesting that the former is a direct continuation of the latter. The text has been cramped into the space at the bottom of the page as well as in the outer margin, some of which has since been lost to trimming.

The script of the *Vita breuior* is Anglo-Caroline minuscule, written in black ink, and majuscules are highlighted in red. Each new lection begins with a rubric which indicates the lection-number and a larger but undecorated initial. The script has been dated to the middle or third quarter of the eleventh century and tentatively localised to Worcester. However, books written at Worcester during this period typically display a distinct, rotund minuscule, which is different from that of the leaves in question. Fortunately, we do not have to look far to find parallels for this script, nor indeed to find the scribe himself: it is the ‘Hemming’ of ‘Hemming’s Cartulary’, a monk who has been identified in several manuscripts from Worcester including a cartulary, all datable some time around the 1080s and ‘90s. The scribe was discussed by Neil Ker, who proposed that this was the very Hemming who is named in the cartulary. Ker’s identification of the scribe in several different manuscripts seems to have been based at least in part on what he saw as a characteristic mark of punctuation, a triangle of dots with a comma beneath it, and this form is indeed found in the *Vita breuior*. However, although the symbol is uncommon except in writing by ‘Hemming’, it is found in some other manuscripts which were certainly written by different scribes but which were not noted by Ker. Nevertheless, the writing attributed to ‘Hemming’ shows more distinctive features than this one form of punctuation, and these features all correspond very closely with those of the *Vita breuior*. The same horned e, Insular h, and different forms of a are common across all these hands, as is the separated e+t ligature, the relatively narrow and angular s+t ligature, and the ‘old-fashioned’ and ‘less professional’ appearance when compared with other hands from Worcester of this period. A close comparison reveals with some considerable certainty that the *Vita breuior* was also written by the ‘Hemming’ scribe. This, in turn, means that the received dating of the middle or third quarter of the eleventh century is almost certainly too early; no doubt the ‘old-fashioned’ nature of the hand misled Ker and others.
Figure 2: Examples of letters by the ‘Hemming’ scribe. Images are to scale with others from the same manuscript but not across different manuscripts. All images reproduced by permission of the Master and Fellows, Corpus Christi College Cambridge.

The Book-list

The first line of 48v is blank, but the following three lines contain a book-list written in Old English. The list has been printed and discussed by Michael Lapidge, who has attributed it to Worcester around 1050, although this date is no longer sustainable given the revised date of the Vita breuior. The list describes ten books with eight different sets of contents; the last of these is written in a lighter ink and on a new line, suggesting that it was a later addition though probably by the same scribe. Lapidge has identified five extant manuscripts as ‘probably’ corresponding with those on the list, all five being from Worcester. The list has also been attributed to the Worcester scribe Coleman who died in 1113, but, while there are similarities in the script, it is difficult to be confident about such an assertion, not least because the minuscule letter-forms which have been signed by Coleman seem to vary quite noticeably, so it is difficult to make confident attributions on the basis of script alone. Nevertheless, the script is not inconsistent with Coleman’s writing, particularly the use of round and horned e and almost exclusively tall s, the small bodies but long ascenders and descenders of letters, and the use of both Caroline and single-compartment a. In all these respects, the script seems to show post-Conquest influence, even if it lacks the pointedness generally associated with these later products, and therefore suggests a date late in the eleventh century. This accords well with that just given for the Vita breuior, and it also suggests that the manuscript remained at and continued to be used at Worcester during the episcopate of St Wulfstan and probably shortly after, a point that will soon become relevant.

‘The Vision of Leofric’

The book-list is followed immediately by ‘The Vision of Leofric’ itself. A very faint title, ‘VISIO LEOFRICI’, was added in an irregular majuscule script in the space left on 48v4. The
scribe seems to have paid scant attention to the rulings, since the last few letters of the title sit well below the baseline. The main text opens with a large h, and the remainder of the first line of the text is in enlarged mixed majuscules. The script is very inconsistent and poorly written, whence Ker’s description of it as ‘a rough ugly hand’ of the second half of the eleventh century; as this discussion has demonstrated, however, the text must be later rather than earlier in this range. Nevertheless, when compared with the previous scripts in this manuscript, that of the ‘Vision’ is remarkably conservative. Although the ascenders are slightly longer, the descenders are about as long as the bodies are high; similarly, the bodies of the letters are quite rotund and are much larger relative to the vertical space between line-rulings. The proportions, then, are closer to those of the ‘Hemming’ hand, and indeed of earlier examples of Anglo-Caroline, than of the book-list which precedes it. To complicate matters further, the script is quite inconsistent, both in aspect and in letter-forms. Indeed, lines 48v13–21 are quite close in aspect to the typical script of Worcester in the 1060s, the letters having the large, round bodies of that style. The scribe used only round a and a mixture of tall and low s on 48v, while the following pages have only Caroline a and long s. Similarly, the descenders of 48v are straight, while those of the following pages curve back up to the left. However, the appearance of an unpractised, ‘rough and ugly’ script is consistent throughout, as are some characteristic letter-forms, particularly the sharp leftward hook at the end of the prominent ascender on ð. Given this commonality, it seems that the ‘Vision’ was probably written by a single scribe, but with the possibility of a second on 48v. This irregularity in script may suggest an unpractised scribe, although the apparent conservatism of aspect argues against this. The change in the form of a could possibly be because the scribe was initially influenced by the script of his exemplar. The text itself suggests that it was composed soon after Leofric’s death in 1057, and so an exemplar from soon after this is entirely likely. Numerous examples of script from this period survive, and the round a is the normal form in these, but it was also the first of the Insular letter-forms to drop out of regular usage and had largely disappeared by the twelfth century. The scribe of the ‘Vision’ could perhaps have reproduced this round a for the first page, consciously or otherwise, but then slipped back into the Caroline form to which he was accustomed.
Note on ‘vesper’; Latin neumed sequences

The next text, which follows the ‘Vision’ after a blank line (50v17–20), is a short piece in Latin on the word *vesperus*. It is written in an irregular and apparently careless hand in black ink; M.R. James dated the script to the thirteenth century, to which I would only add that a date early in that century seems likely. I have not found any part of this text elsewhere, except for a quotation of line 294 of Theodolus’s *Eclogues*. The remaining two lines of 50v are blank.

The top third or so of 51r is blank, and two large holes have been cut in this space. After the holes there is a single blank line (51r6), followed by two Latin sequences, both written in a single style of script. The letter-forms are those of Anglo-Caroline minuscule from the mid-late eleventh century but are forward-leaning and relatively narrow, with sharply angled feet at the baseline, thus suggesting Norman influence. The first sequence is part of the Sarum rite for Christmas and was in common usage from the twelfth century onwards. The second sequence is for Epiphany and has been documented from the eleventh century. The last line of the first text appears to have been added by a different scribe: the script becomes consistently smaller than previously, and round-backed *d* was used instead of the Caroline form. The entire text has neumes, written in a brown ink down to the end of the first text, then in purple for the first five lines of the second before changing back to brown for the remainder of the text. The neumes have been discussed by Susan Rankin, who has commented on the ‘tremendous consistency’ in the musical notation written at Worcester in the second half of the eleventh century, including that of CCCC 367. A paragraph-mark, looking not unlike runic *f*, has been added in the left margin at 51r19 to indicate the start of the second text. A small number of corrections has also been made, apparently by the main scribe. The sequence continues onto the verso, but the top part of this page has also been left blank. Unlike on the recto, however, there is no blank line between the sequence and the holes on this side, and indeed the tips of some ascenders seem to have been cut off by the larger hole. Other than the sequence and a few pen-trials, the remainder of the verso is blank.
Letter to the prior, cantor, and monks of Worcester; Charm

The next text in the manuscript, at 52r1–15, is a letter from the abbot and prior of Westminster Abbey to the prior, cantor and brothers of Worcester Cathedral. It can be dated 1132–1138, again indicating continued use of the manuscript at Worcester into the twelfth century. The script is carelessly written and seems to have been freshened up in places. Ker dated the script to the first half of the twelfth century, thus implying that this is a near-contemporary copy; the date can be refined to the second quarter of that century, given the internal evidence just discussed. The letter is followed by a short text (52r16–17) in a different hand which is apparently a charm against fever. The rest of the page is blank, except for what seem to be pen-trials towards the foot of the page.

Monastic Constitutions

Finally, 52v contains the end of a set of as-yet unidentified monastic ‘constitutions’. The page is laid out in two columns, but the top of the first line and the left-hand edge of the first column have been lost to trimming. There are indications that the page was ruled with a frame matching that of folio 51 and the preceding quire; unfortunately, the quality of the parchment is such that it is very difficult to make out these rulings. Nevertheless, the scribe of the ‘constitutions’ ignored these rulings, writing fifty-one lines per column, as compared with twenty-two in the preceding leaves; furthermore, the text extends outside where the original writing-frame would have been. A thin cut and small hole in the parchment was avoided by the scribe for the most part, suggesting that it preceded the script. The text refers to the Decrees of the Third Lateran Council, thereby establishing a terminus post quem of 1179. The script is very small, compact, heavily abbreviated, and quite angular. Some elements suggest a date in the thirteenth century, but the lack of ‘biting’ curves suggest an earlier date, perhaps of the late twelfth or early thirteenth century.
Construction of the Manuscript

The texts and scripts discussed here seem to indicate very clearly that the manuscript was produced at Worcester in the late eleventh century and remained there, apparently used by members of the monastic community, for at least a century and probably more. However, this argument depends heavily on the process by which the manuscript was constructed, and so this process must now be investigated in further detail. It seems likely that ‘Hemming’ started writing on the first leaf of a new quire, finishing his text on what is now 48r. We can also speculate that the last three leaves of the quire were left blank, and presumably the last two leaves were cut out and used elsewhere. The first leaf of the quire (folio 45) would thus have become a singleton, and subsequently detached and lost. The layout of 48v suggests that the book-list was the next text to be added, followed soon after by ‘The Vision of Leofric’. It seems logical to deduce that folios 50–51 were added at this time, although it is hard to determine why a bifolium was added rather than a singleton. Perhaps the scribe intended to add further texts, but such plans were never fulfilled. Perhaps the present folios 50 and 51 originally stood as the outer leaves of a complete quire, the remainder of which was left unused, the central leaves being salvaged for other purposes. This could explain why folio 51 is in such poor condition despite it now being an internal leaf, and also why the facing folio 50 is not damaged even at the points where it now meets the holes in folio 51; indeed, if the postulated leaves between folios 50 and 51 were similarly damaged, this could explain their subsequent removal as well.

The order of events in the construction of folio 51 is also problematic. One possible explanation is that a poor-quality piece of parchment was used, which already had the holes in it before any text was added. Such a hypothesis accounts for the top portion of the folio being left blank on both sides, particularly given the single blank line which has been left between the larger hole and the beginning of the text (51r7), although it seems that parts of letters on the verso have been cut off, and one would suppose that the scribe would have avoided the holes if they were present when he was writing. These factors suggest that at least the larger hole was cut after the text was written, thereby explaining the losses on the verso but failing to account for the large amount of space left on both sides, or for the holes
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being cut in the first place. The script of the sequences also provides difficulties: it seems to be the earliest of all the passages in this part of the manuscript, but this is unlikely given its position in the manuscript. It is also unlikely that the sequences were the work of an imitative or conservative scribe, since the script accords so well with pre-Conquest examples in aspect, proportions, and letter-forms. Finally, the writing-frame is identical on all eight leaves, which seems to demand that they were ruled together, although one may wonder why folio 52 was added at all. It could never have been part of the outer bifolium of the original quire, since there is no text missing from the ‘Vision’. It also seems that the leaf always formed an integral part of the manuscript, even though all the texts on this folio are self-contained, since the writing-frame matches that of the previous leaves. Whatever the case, it seems clear that these leaves were used over a significant period of time, with texts being added during this period, even though the pages were damaged and even had portions removed. Furthermore, given the connexions with Worcester which I have noted in the Vita breuior, the book-list, the ‘Vision’, and the letter, in respect of both scripts and texts, the one thing which does seem extremely likely is that the received attribution of the entire section to the Cathedral is indeed correct, even if the date is later than has previously been thought.

TEXT AND CONTEXT

Now that the details of the manuscript’s origin and early provenance have been established, the question arises how the text of the ‘Vision’ itself was transmitted and preserved in its current form. Investigating this question reveals that the text itself, as well as its surviving manuscript, has associations with Worcester in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

Transmission

One intriguing reference to the ‘Vision’, and particularly to its composition and transmission, survives in an account written by a twelfth-century hagiographer, Osbert of Clare, who included a vision of Leofric in his Vita S. Edwardi. Osbert’s account is most like the last of the visions given in the Old English text, but with a number of important differences. In both
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texts, Leofric and the king are at a service together in the southeast of England when a figure appears and gives a blessing; Leofric is unable to behold the divine vision and ultimately looks down. The king then orders the earl not to reveal what has happened to anyone ‘quamdiu ambo spiritum huius corporis agimus’. Despite these similarities, however, there are important differences. The author of the ‘Vision’ placed the events at Sandwich, whereas Osbert located them at Westminster. The king plays no active role in the ‘Vision’, but Osbert had the king reassure Leofric and tell him to stay still. While the text in CCCC 367 provides a detailed description of the vision and the setting in which it appears, Osbert’s account is much less specific; however, the later author is quite explicit that it was Christ who had appeared, whereas in the earlier version the vision consists only of a hand, the owner of which remains unspecified. These differences in the texts, while significant, are explicable. It seems plausible that many of the details would have been lost during the transmission from eleventh-century Worcester to twelfth-century Westminster, even without any active interference on Osbert’s part. Furthermore, Osbert would have been keen to emphasise the king’s role in the events, making him the recipient of the blessing and the bestower of wisdom, thereby increasing his sanctity. The change from Sandwich to Westminster can perhaps be explained by Osbert’s interests once again, since he would have wished to emphasise the role of his own house as well as its association with the king. Even after these changes, however, enough similarities between the two texts remain to indicate that Osbert’s account is related to the fourth episode in the ‘Vision’, rather than being entirely independent.

Of greater interest to the current discussion, however, is Osbert’s account of the text’s transmission. Osbert wrote that Leofric returned to Worcester after having his vision; that the earl related what he saw to a Worcester monk, who wrote it down on a schedula; that the account was kept secret and placed with the cathedral’s relics, presumably because of the king’s order not to reveal the story until after both of their deaths. It lay hidden for many years, until, after Edward had died and when Wulfstan II was bishop, the urna containing it, consumed by age, opened itself. The text was found and read before all in the church of Worcester (coram cunctis in ecclesia legitur), where it was seen (oculis suis uidit) by Maurice who was then subdeacon of Worcester and later a monk of Westminster. Maurice
therefore brought the account to Westminster, where Osbert later incorporated it into his Vita S. Edwardi. Certainly the miraculous rediscovery of the text must give us pause, and, as Jackson has pointed out, many aspects of this account are commonplaces from hagiography and vision literature. Nevertheless, it agrees remarkably well with other evidence at a number of points. The subdeacon Maurice is known from elsewhere, and his career, as far as we can reconstruct it, accords with Osbert’s account. Osbert himself is known to have connexions with the west country. More significantly, as I have argued above, our surviving copy of the ‘Vision’ was written in the late eleventh or early twelfth century, and so quite possibly during the bishopric of Wulfstan II (1062–95) and when ‘Hemming’ was compiling the Worcester Cartulary and presumably also copying the Vita breuior of St Kenelm. Indeed, these agreements tempt one to suggest that the leaves which now form part of CCCC 367 were written at the command of that bishop, after precisely such a discovery by the ecclesiastical community at Worcester. I know of no other accounts which involve hiding manuscript leaves in this way, but both Bloch and Barlow have discussed schedules as one interpretation of Osbert’s account. Bloch argued that Osbert’s Vita and the corresponding material in William of Malmesbury’s Gesta regum Anglorum drew independently upon schedulae which Osbert mentioned as sources for his account. Barlow has rightly asked what these schedulae were and concluded that ‘among Osbert’s sources were schedules of miracles such as were commonly kept by the guardians of shrines’. Although neither author is clear on what is meant by a ‘schedule’, Barlow has supported his conclusion with three examples of references to such schedulae: one from Goscelin of St Bertin, one from Osbern of Christ Church, Canterbury, and one from Osbert himself referring to the document in which Leofric’s vision was first written. However, it is not at all clear that the three authors were referring to the same type of document. Neither Osbern nor Goscelin used the word schedula in his account, but referred instead to libri and thus implied gatherings, if not complete codices. The term schedula, however, seems to refer to a single sheet and was used most commonly in a documentary context. Ælfric Bata distinguished between schedula, cartula, pergamento, and dyptica in his Colloquies, although D.W. Porter has argued that any of these Latin words ‘could be considered a liber, the generic equivalent of
Porter has also noted that the words *scheda* and *schedula* seem to be interchangeable, and has translated them both as ‘parchment scraps or rolls or pages’, but has also acknowledged their interpretation in Ælfric’s Glossary as *ymele*, ‘scroll’. In every case, however, the sense is of a single sheet rather than a codex, and indeed Osbert himself also referred to the item found in the *scrinium* as *pagina*. Such terminology suggests that Osbert may have been discussing something different from that of Osbern or Goscelin.

A further possibility is raised by Osbert’s use of the term *scrinium* to describe the place where the *schedula* was stored. Though initially referring simply to a place for storing books or papers, the word took on additional meanings during the Middle Ages, including ‘reliquary’ and perhaps ‘ecclesiastical archive’. These last two meanings suggest Old English *haligdom*, which could mean ‘relics’ or ‘reliquary’ but was also used in the context of storing documents, thus suggesting that relics and documents may have been routinely kept in the same place. The notion of ‘archive’ is especially intriguing since Hemming used precisely the same term to refer to the place where the ecclesiastical community of Worcester stored its records during the time of Wulfstan II, even stating that ‘scrinium monasterii coram se reserari fecit’. This passage has been taken to mean that Bishop Wulfstan had the archive opened in front of him during his programme for restoring the episcopal records; such an interpretation is entirely reasonable and probably what Hemming intended. However, if one takes *scrinium* as the subject, and *coram* as an adverb rather than a preposition, then the passage reads ‘the monastery’s archive had itself opened publicly’, which agrees very closely with Osbert’s account, and such a misreading may even have been the source for this version of the story. Although I should require much stronger evidence before suggesting that the monk of Westminster had seen Hemming’s Cartulary, this reference does provide an interesting corroboration of Osbert’s version of the text’s transmission. Indeed, it is entirely possible that an account of Leofric’s Vision had been written down and then stored with the community’s documents; it had then been forgotten through precisely the process which the bishop was trying to rectify; as part of the same programme which produced Hemming’s Cartulary, the record of the Vision was found and copied on the leaves which now form part of CCCC 367. Such a reading is complicated by Osbert’s later use of the word *urna* to refer
to the container in which the account was stored: this term was normally used for a funerary urn in which relics were kept, and it is hard to imagine that documents were routinely kept sealed in such vessels. This could be dismissed as another embellishment or misunderstanding of Osbert’s: the account of a single sheet kept with the ecclesiastical documents could easily have transformed into one of a vision-text being sealed up in a funerary urn and hidden with the other relics until revealing itself to the community when the appropriate time had come.

**Form and Purpose**

Now that we have addressed the circumstances in which our copy of the text was made, those of its composition need to be considered. Leofric is portrayed as an exceptionally pious man privileged with a sequence of visions as well as foreknowledge of his own death. The text stops short of being truly hagiographical — Leofric is never explicitly described as saintly, and he is a passive recipient of miracles rather than a grantor of miracles for others — but it contains elements of Saints’ Lives nonetheless. Indeed, there are some interesting parallels between the portrayal of Leofric in the ‘Vision’ and that of St Wulfstan in his *Vita*: both men were said to have frequented churches secretly at night, and both had visions which included bright lights and loud noises on such occasions. While I do not wish to push such parallels too far, it does seem at least possible that ‘The Vision of Leofric’ was written as part of a drive for the earl’s canonisation. It has also been suggested that the monks of Worcester at the end of the eleventh century had an active interest in the hagiography of local saints, and this interest could have been extended to other holy figures of note. However, accounts of Leofric written at Worcester were by no means universal in their praise. Most historical sources do emphasise the earl’s holiness and particularly his benefactions to Coventry Abbey. The notable exception is Hemming, who made repeated reference in his Cartulary to the household of Leofwine and its perceived despoliation of Worcester. Furthermore, although Godgifu is included in the obituary lists of Worcester Cathedral, Leofric is not. As some historians have noted, however, even Hemming’s account is not entirely negative, and
Leofric and Godgifu’s benefactions to the cathedral are mentioned in a short hagiography of St Wulfstan which occurs later in the same cartulary. Finally, Osbert’s story that Leofric went directly from the court to Worcester suggests that the earl maintained a close relationship with the cathedral, although this detail may have been an inference of the author rather than historical fact. Nonetheless, both the form of the ‘Vision’ and its historical circumstances argue against the author having had any intention to write a hagiographical account.

Another possibility is suggested by the opening words of the ‘Vision’. As described above, the first line is written in enlarged mixed majuscules and reads ‘Her gesutelað ðæ gesihðe ðe Leofric eorl gesæh’. Once we allow for spelling variants, this formula — her swutelad, her geswutelad, or her ys geswutelod — occurs frequently in the corpus of Old English, but almost exclusively at the opening of vernacular writs. A search of the Dictionary of Old English Corpus returns eighty-three occurrences of the phrase, of which all but six are in documentary or legal contexts. One of these exceptions is a brief vernacular history of Bishop Wulfstan II, which survives in Hemming’s Cartulary, in the midst of a series of charters relating to the bishop’s attempts to regain land allegedly taken from the Cathedral. Even this example, then, is within a documentary context of sorts, and its presence at Worcester during the late eleventh century raises the possibility that the one may have been influenced by, or even have had the same author as, the other. Whether or not this is the case, the opening words of the ‘Vision’, the writing of the text on a schedula, and the storing of the schedula in a scrinium, all combine to suggest that the ‘Vision’ may have been conceived of as a documentary rather than literary or purely historical record.

If the form of the ‘Vision’ is not fully hagiographical and is at least partially documentary, then the question of its purpose remains. One possibility is simply that the ecclesiastical community of Worcester wished to collect accounts of miracles in and relating to their house. Certainly the inclusion of Saints’ Lives would be consistent with such a purpose, and the addition of historical records and book-lists is paralleled by similar additions to altar-books. However, Kenelm was not local to Worcester, and indeed Leofric’s visions all took place in Kent; therefore neither Kenelm’s Vita breuior nor Leofric’s ‘Vision’ is
entirely appropriate in a local compilation concerning Worcester.\textsuperscript{61} Furthermore, the documentary nature of the ‘Vision’ is at odds with such an interpretation, and the poor quality of the parchment and relatively low grade of script suggest that our manuscript did not hold a position of any great importance at the cathedral. Perhaps the leaves in CCCC 367 were written to be copied into another, higher-grade, manuscript, perhaps a liturgical book given the strong liturgical element that has been observed in the texts.\textsuperscript{62} Without further information, however, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions.

If the internal evidence cannot provide a conclusive purpose for the text, then we must look to the historical context of both Leofric and his visions. Milton Gatch has done some work on this subject, but focusing on the ecclesiastical context rather than the secular.\textsuperscript{63} However, another aspect of the text’s purpose is suggested by the fortunes of Leofric’s family.\textsuperscript{64} By the mid-1060s, Leofric’s grandsons Edwin and Morcar were earls of Mercia and Northumbria respectively.\textsuperscript{65} Although the historical sources conflict in their reports, it seems that the two brothers came into conflict with King William I in 1068.\textsuperscript{66} They submitted quickly and were not directly involved in the uprising of 1069, but, as Ann Williams has noted, they must both have been affected by the conflict in Mercia and the harrying of the North; furthermore, it is certain that they lost a good deal of land at the hands of the new king.\textsuperscript{67} They both fled their respective homes, after which Edwin was killed by his own men while Morcar went to Ely and played a central role in the rebellion there. Morcar was captured by the Conqueror in 1071 and held in Normandy until being released by the dying king, but he was immediately seized again by William Rufus; he died while still in captivity.\textsuperscript{68} In such a context, the extended family must have suffered greatly under the Normans and would have been concerned to achieve whatever favour they could with the king. One way of doing this, then, would be to emphasise the virtue of previous generations of their family. By portraying Leofric as an exceptionally pious man having close connexions with King Edward, the Mercian earls may have hoped to appease the king’s wrath. William Rufus’s re-imprisonment of Morcar demonstrated the Normans’ animosity towards the earl some fifteen years after the uprising, and thus the danger which the family must have faced well into the 1080s and potentially beyond. Indeed, such a concern may even have lain
behind Hemming’s criticism of the two brothers: while he described Leofric and Godgifu in ambiguous terms, his portrayal of Edwin and Morcar was nothing short of scathing, accusing them of being driven by the devil and describing their unfortunate ends at some length.69

One question which this hypothesis raises is why the ‘Vision’ is focused entirely on Kent, particularly given both the earl’s and the manuscript’s origins in Worcester. Indeed, the focus is perhaps even narrower than this, since Sandwich was itself probably controlled by the community of Christ Church.70 Such emphasis was perhaps intended to legitimise the visions: since they occurred in and around the seat of ecclesiastical power in England, it would be much more difficult to challenge their authenticity. Alternatively, if the ‘Vision’ was written to appease the Normans, then it may be significant that much of William’s power was in the Southeast. Furthermore, Sandwich was important during the Godwinist uprising of 1052, in which Leofric actively supported the king.71 Although we do not know that the earl himself was with the fleet at that time, the author of the ‘Vision’ may be reminding his readers of these events, perhaps even hinting that this was Leofric’s ‘duty’. By omitting any mention of Mercia, and stressing instead a presence in Kent, the author of the ‘Vision’ may have been seeking further to emphasise the earl’s connexion with the seat of mainstream-power, rather than with the politically sensitive west.

EDITION AND TRANSLATION

The text of ‘The Vision of Leofric’ has been entirely re-edited and retranslated below. Abbreviations have been expanded, except for the siglum Ʌ, and such expansions are indicated by the use of italic type. Editorial insertions have been indicated by angle-brackets <>. Insertions made in the manuscript have been indicated by caret-marks: `´. 
HERE IS MADE KNOWN THE VISIONS WHICH EARL LEOPRIC SAW. It seemed to him truly when he was half asleep, not entirely like in a dream but more certainly, that he had to cross a very long and narrow bridge, with terrifying water like a river very far beneath it. When he was concerned with this, a voice said to him, 'Do not be afraid, you will cross the bridge easily.' Then with that he was immediately across; he did not know how. When he was across, a guide came to him and led him to a very beautiful and very fair field filled with a very sweet smell. Then he saw a very large throng of people, 'What is this?' he said. The guide said, 'Do you know what this is? No,' and the guide told him that the vision was the vision of Rogation Day, who were all clothed in snow-white garments, just as the deacon is when he reads the gospel. One of them was in the middle in priest's clothing standing very high up and well above the other people. Then the guide said, 'Do you know what this is? No,' and the deacon, who was now celebrated mass and blessed these and the people. Then he led him further until they came where six venerable men sat, very splendidly clothed. One of the men said, 'Why must this man sit, very splendidly clothed. One of the men said, 'Why must this
Hwæt sceoll þæs fula mann on ure færræddene?

He mot beon mid us, he is niwan gefullod þurh dædbote, 7 he cymð to us on þære þætæd gebyrtide.

Dæ wæs eac his gewuna þæt æt he wolde swyðe lytel drincan, þeoh ær þæt æt gebeoruðe wære; 7 þænne he wiste þæt æt menn fæste slæpen, he wolde on dihluðum stoðum him georne gebiddan.

Dæ wæs he æt Cristes cyrican mid þæt æne cyninge, þæt æpæc he on æfen wið þære cyrcward 7 hine georne bæd þæt æt he hine inn lete þæt ænne he þæt æne dura, ac he þæt æt forgymde for his druiccensse.

Dæ þæt ænne he to þære dura cymð 7 ær langs umlice swyðe cnuode 7 georne cunnede þæt ænne he hi on ænige wisan undon mihte, ne mihte ná.

Dæ he þæt æne cyrcward gehyrde ofer eall hrutan 7 ænne wænde he him nanes. Ac feng þæt ænne gebede, swa his gewuna wæs, for ær wæs an forehus æt þære cyrca dura.

Dæ on ænne gebede wearð seo duru færin `cga geopenad, 7 he þæt ænne in eode 7 hine to his Drihtene gebæd up øðrum earmu.

Dæ warð his leohtbora afyrht swyðe 7 gefeall him in anan heale 7 mid þære forhtnæsse þæt ænne ðætæd sleep.
he stood on the middle of the floor, dressed with mass-\text{-}robes, and he himself stood in the same way that he had waxed could not be seen. It was like then, but so long that he did not dare look it round throughout the whole wide church and the lanterns’ light over the altar. Then the longer it lasted the brighter it shone, so that now it was under the right arm of the cross which stood when suddenly a light shone in at the east end, as if a moon had long since the noise ceased. Then was a lamp burning in the church, long after a noise could be heard and more varied and violent it became. Then after a first, as if the monks’ stalls suddenly collapsed together, and the longer then prayer, then were suddenly heard a very violent noise, most like at the immeasurably fell asleep, and the third stayed awake more because of fear his three servants when other men slept and he prayed then as was his this time servient when other men slept, and he prayed then as was this time. Then he did as was his custom: he went to church with another time. Then he did as was his custom: he went to church with shining brightly, and he wondered very much at that. with his arms stretched out, and he wore a green chasuble which was himself stood in the middle of the church, dressed with mass-\text{-}robes, and he stood on the middle of the altar.
The Vision of Leofric

The noble servant who was with him saw and heard all of that, and the other Light ceased. Then Leofric saw the lantern's light again, and the other Light ceased, so that he saw the lantern's light again, and the other Light

The Vision of Leofric

Around the same time, the King was at Sandwich with the fleet. Then it was Leofric's custom that he would have two masses each day, if not more, and all his services one after the other before he went out. Because of some duty he went to St Clement's church when mass was being celebrated for the King, and he said to his servants that it was better that they attend mass. Then he went as quickly as possible into the sanctuary on the north side, and the King stood on the south side. Hanging behind the altar at that time was a triple-threaded tapestry which was woven very thickly, and a thirty small cross stood there as before, when he went in someone called mass was being celebrated for the king and he said to his servants that it was better that they attend mass. When he went out, because of some duty he went to St Clement's church when each day, if not more, and all his services one after the other before he went. Then it was Leofric's custom that he would have two masses after that day, so that he saw the lantern's light again, and the other Light ceased. Then Leofric saw the lantern's light again, and the other Light

The Vision of Leofric

During the same time, the King was at Sandwich with the fleet. Then he had borne witness of it, and the other Light and knew nothing of it.

So that there had borne witness of it, and the other Light and knew nothing of it.

For discussion of Leofric’s life and career see now Baxter, Earls of Mercia, and F.E. Harmer (ed. & tr.), Anglo-Saxon writs, 2nd edn (Stamford, 1989), 565–66.

Baxter, Earls, 154(–55) n. 6 and below, note 47.


James, Descriptive Catalogue, ii 202. The Vita et miracula has been listed in BHL, no. 4642.


10 Ker, *Books*, 41 and 43.

11 Two examples in manuscripts not otherwise associated with Hemming are CCC 198, 298v10 (reproduced by Budny, *Catalogue*, vol. 2, 481); and Salisbury, Cathedral Library, MS. 6, 198r2 and 9. I also question Ker’s attribution of Harley Ch. 83.A.3 to ‘Hemming’, since there is little in common between this hand and that of the other examples by ‘Hemming’ except for this mark of punctuation.

12 The phrase is from Ker, *Books*, 41. For a comparison of letter-forms, see my Figure 2 or *Parker on the Web*.


24 Stokes


16 Although it is presumably coincidental, we may note that the final entry in the booklist, ‘barontus’, seems to refer to another vision-narrative: *Visio S. Baronti monachi* (BHL, no. 997); see James, *Descriptive Catalogue*, vol. 2, 202, for this identification, and ‘Visio S. Baronti’, *AASS*, Maii iv 570–74 for the text of the *Visio*.

17 Ker, *Catalogue*, 110. Treharne has suggested 1080×1100 and 1060×1080 (‘Cambridge, CCCCC 367’, 67 and 69 respectively), but her reasons for neither date are clear to this writer.

18 I follow the definition of long s given by Ker, *Catalogue*, xxx.

19 See Ker, *Catalogue*, xxvi and xxviii, for round and Caroline a. Examples of scribes maintaining a high standard for the first few pages and then slipping are many; one is the main scribe of Cambridge, University Library, Ff.1.23 (1156), who carefully distinguished OE and Latin on fols. 5v and 6r but then quickly slipped into Insular letter-forms for both languages (see Ker, *Catalogue*, 12, no. 13).

20 James, *Descriptive Catalogue*, ii 203.

21 See Ker, *English Manuscripts*, 23, for discussion of these features.

22 J.W. Legg (ed), *The Sarum Missal* (Oxford, 1916), 481; the sequence has been printed in *AH*, no. 54.2.

23 P.L.P. Guéranger, *The Liturgical Year*, tr. L. Shepherd, vol. 2 (London, 1983), 220–21, wrote of this sequence that ‘we have seen it [the ‘Gaudete vos’] in a manuscript of the eleventh century’; unfortunately, he failed to specify the manuscript in question. The text has been printed in *AH*, no. 54.3.
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26 Ker, *Catalogue*, 110 (no. 64). The letter has only partially been printed, by James, *Descriptive Catalogue*, vol. 2, 203.

27 The relevant chapter has been printed in *Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils*, ed. and tr. N.P. Tanner, vol. 1 (Washington DC, 1990), 217.


30 ‘As long as we both breathe the breath of this body’: Bloch, ‘La Vie’, 92. The translation is my own.

31 Osbert’s role in the forgery of Westminster charters has been discussed most recently by J. Crick, ‘St Albans, Westminster, and some Twelfth-Century Views of the Anglo-Saxon Past’, *Anglo-Norman Studies* 25 (2002), 65–84.


33 Maurice has been identified three times in the historical record. Osbert says that he became a monk of Westminster after being subdeacon of Worcester under St Wulfstan (see Ch. 12 of his *Vita*, printed and translated by Jackson, ‘Osbert of Clare’, 277–278). He has been identified in two charters, the Durham *Liber Vitae*, and perhaps a mortuary roll. See Jackson, ‘Osbert of Clare’, 279 and 288 notes 19–22.

34 Jackson, ‘Osbert of Clare’, 279.
See p. $$$ above.

For the alternative suggestion that the ‘Vision’ was composed at Coventry see Baxter, *Earls*, 154(–55) n. 6. Baxter has translated the last phrase of the text, ‘sceolde cuman to Cofan treo’ as ‘should come to Coventry’ and argued that this use of ‘come’ implies that the writer was himself at Coventry. However, the use of *cuman to* to mean ‘arrive at’ one’s final destination, death. See *Dictionary of Old English in Electronic Form s.v. cuman*, sense E.22 (*cuman to, ‘come to, arrive at’*), citing Ælfric, *Catholic Homilies* I, 12: ‘he com to deade’. Similar also are the 284 occurrences of *cuman* in boundary clauses in the *Langscape* database, all of which seem best translated as ‘arrive at’ and none of which presumably mean ‘come’ in the sense of movement towards the person writing. See *LangScape: The Language of Landscape: Reading the Anglo-Saxon Countryside*. <http://langscape.org.uk>, version 0.9, accessed 2 November, 2009, ‘Database – Explore Texts – Browse Headwords – General Glossary – cuman’.


*Vita Ædwardi*, xxxv.

*Vita Ædwardi*, xxxv–xxxvi, n. 94.


schedula, and, for a related example, D.N. Dumville, ‘The Tribal Hidaye: An Introduction to its Texts and their History’, in S. Bassett (ed), The Origins of Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms (London, 1989), 225–30 at 230. I have also counted 125 Anglo-Saxon charters in which the term was used, most commonly in the dating-clause or witness-list to refer to the charter itself.


Conversations, 113 n. 96, and compare 205.

Niermeyer (ed.), Lexicon, 947, s.v. scrinium, for ‘reliquary’, and citing Gesta sanctorum patrum Fontuellensis coenobii, ed. and tr. F. Lohier and J Laporte (Rouen, 1936), 27 (c. 3 §2) for ‘archive’. Latham (ed.), Word-List, 426, s.v. scrinium gives ‘shrine, reliquary’ but also ‘papal notary’ and ‘archivist’ for scriniarius. The word occurs twice in a set of Old English glosses from the eleventh century now in Antwerp, Plantin-Moretus Museum 47 and BL MS. Add. 32246: ‘arca uel scrinium scrin’ and once as ‘scrinium uel cancellaria idem sunt hordfaet’; other parallels are ‘cancellarius .i. scriniarius burœn’, and ‘primiscrinius yldest burœn; Et sacri scriniarius cyrcweard’ (A. di P. Healey, The Dictionary of Old English Corpus 2009 Release, University of Toronto, available at http://tapor.library.utoronto.ca/doecorpus/, August 2003, s.v. scrinium); these glosses have been discussed in the context of the royal chancery by S. Keynes, The Diplomas of King Æthelred ‘the Unready’ 978–1016: A Study in their Use as Historical Evidence (Cambridge, 1980), 145–59.

S.981, S.1478, and S.1521 are vernacular writs of the eleventh century and state that copies were to be kept mid þise kinges halidome; compare also S.1520 which has a similar formula in Latin (in thesaurum Regis). For the keeping of records in the royal haligdom see C.R. Hart, ‘The Codex Wintoniensis and the King’s haligdom’, in J. Thirsk (ed), Land, Church, and People: Essays presented to Professor H.P.R. Finberg (Reading, 1970) 7–38: 18–19, F. Barlow, The English Church 1000–1066: A History of the Later Anglo-Saxon Church, 2nd edn (London, 1979), 121–24, and S. Keynes, 'Regenbald the Chancellor (Sic)', Anglo-Norman Studies 10 (1987), 185–222 at 190.


This has been suggested by Gatch, ‘Piety’, 161–62, and seems also to have been the objective of ‘The Miracles of St Wulfstan’, for which see Vita Wulfstani, xlvi and 115–16.


See p. $$$ above for the manuscript-description, and p. $$$ below for the text.

The large number of writs containing the formula in question was also noted by Harmer, Writs, 459.
‘Her geswutelā hu Wlstan bisceop becom to biscoprice’ (London, British Library, Cotton Tiberius A.xiii, 177v; printed by Hearne (ed), Hemingi chartularium, vol. 2, 403). The other examples from Healey, Dictionary Corpus, are Judith (A4.2, 0071 [280]); a heading in the Old English translation of Genesis (B8.1.4.1 0247 [12.0]); Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion (B20.20.1, 0565 [2.1.325]); an Old English gloss to the Benedictine Rule (C4 0212 [6.26.1]); a short text on the consumption of blood (B6.2 1 [1]), and the ‘Vision’ itself. See also B. Withers, The Illustrated Old English Hexateuch: The Frontier of Seeing and Reading in Anglo-Saxon England (London, 2007), 186–95; he has noted that forms of sweetolian often occur in introductions to saint’s lives (p. 191 and 360 n. 20), but these do not use the formula her swutelā or variants thereof.

See D.N. Dumville, Liturgy and the Ecclesiastical History of Late Anglo-Saxon England: Four Studies (Woodbridge 1992), 119–27, for a discussion and examples of such additions.

Note, however, that Winchcombe was in the diocese of Worcester, and that Vita breuior emphasises Kenelm’s martyrdom at Clent, which was near Worcester and (for a time) owned by the cathedral; see Love, Lives, cii.


Gatch, ‘Miracles’; Gatch, ‘Piety’.

For this connexion, and the difficult relationship between Leofric and the bishops of Worcester, see Baxter, Earls, 168–77.


Stokes

69 Hearne (ed), *Hemingi chartularium*, vol. 1, 262. See also Baxter, *Earls*, 168–77 for other possible explanations for Hemming’s view of Leofric and his family.


71 ASC 1052 CDE, 1050 D, and 1051 F for Sandwich; and ASC 1052 D for Leofric’s role.

84 The phrase þriddan gebrytide is otherwise unattested in Old English but seems clearly to refer to the time of rebirth into Paradise. The ‘third birth’ in this sense is attested by several authors, including Ælfric’s homily for the feast of St Paul the Apostle and an anonymous homily for Monday of Rogationtide (*Corpus* B1.1.29 and B3.2.35), both of which are strikingly apposite to this vision, although both use the word acennednes; see the *Dictionary of Old English*, s.v. The other most likely possibility is that it refers to Christmas, but both byrtide and acennednes in this sense are normally accompanied by a modifier (‘Christ’s’ or ‘our Lord’s’: see *Dictionary of Old English*, s.v.); the context in the ‘Vision’ is one of coming to Paradise; and the speaker has just referred to baptism which is described in the homilies as the ‘second birth’ (*Dictionary of Old English*, s.v. acennednes and geedcenned).